Krupa Global Investments is preparing FCA and FBI complaint against Muddy
Waters, speaking to other shareholders to join the complaint
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Krupa Global Investments is preparing complaint at FCA and FBI regarding Muddy Waters allegations
related to NMC Health and other companies which this hedge harmed. We are convinced that these
allegations are baseless and false, made to harm shareholders and manipulate with stock price of
companies such NMC Health or Burford Capital. Muddy Waters intentionally providing misleading and
manipulative information which are not based on facts. His tweets has manipulative character using
words such it seems like, i heard, it is possible, not providing hard facts. These wording is very
manipulative and should be investigated. These activities harm shareholders, pension funds and
institutions who manage money of retails investors.
Based on our research, we are convinced that Muddy Waters is cooperating with several hedge funds
to intentionally make pressure on stock prices via illegal tactics such as spoofing. Muddy Waters is not
providing information regarding their position in stocks, which is extremely suspicious for us.
This behaviour can be seen mainly on London Stock Exchange also in company Burford Capital. Stocks
of NMC Health and Burford Capital are have been moving in same direction with similar signs for
certain period of time. Burford Capital recently reported better than expected results and nothing that
Muddy Waters claimed was found as true. Burford Capital is currently suing Muddy Waters and London
Stock Exchange at High Court of Justice in United Kingdom.
Regarding this matter, KGI is talking to other shareholders who are not satisfied with recent actions by
hedge fund Muddy Waters to join our complaint. Based on our conversations, lot of shareholders don´t
understand recent developments and are interested in joining our complaints, because they are sure
that fundament is strong behind NMC Health.
We are also preparing legal steps to seek compensation for damages made by Muddy Waters and their
behaviour for NMC shareholders. We will hire investigator to analyze closely these illegal action by
Muddy Waters and we will report our finding shortly to regulators in US and UK.
KGI sees this recent drop in share price as further buying opportunity.

Krupa Global Investments is a spin-off from private equity group Arca Capital with AUM of €2bln. Our opportunistic business
utilizes an activist investment approach in order to improve management practices, increase returns, and protect the
interests of small shareholders. To further our objectives, we enlist the support of key partners when needed. For example,
we invited Carl Icahn to involve himself and help increase the price on a problematic buyout transaction involving AmTrust
Financial Services.
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-amtrust-fin-serv-stake-icahn/carl-icahn-files-lawsuit-against-amtrust-controllingfamily-idUSKCN1IM1UJ
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